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9-Ingredient One Pan Pasta
What you need:
Spaghetti - 200 grams

Cherry tomatoes - 200 grams

Onion - 1 small

Garlic cloves - 4 (3 if larger cloves)

Red chili flakes - optional, 1/4 teaspoon

Basil leaves
Extra virgin olive oil - 2 tablespoons

Salt
Gound black pepper
Water - 600 mililiters

Martha Stewart first created 
this delicious dish that makes 
for a quick, easy dinner on 
any night. Using only nine 
ingredients, one-pan pasta 

is a meal that is greater than the sum of its 
parts. This recipe is inspired by her effort to 
create an easy pasta that can be on the table 
and ready to eat in under 20 minutes. Most 
of your time will be spent preparing the in-
gredients rather than cooking the entire dish!

First, you will need to prepare your toma-
toes, onion, and garlic. Cut your cherry toma-
toes in half, using a sharp knife. Once finished, 
put them off to the side, and begin slicing 
your onion and garlic. This dish is giong to 
cook rather quickly, in about ten minutes, you 
will want to slice your onion very thinly along 
the vertical. The same goes with your garlic. 

After you are done preparing your in-
gredients, you are ready to start the cooking 
process. Arrange the tomatoes, onion, and 
garlic in opposite corners across the base of 
a large frying pan. There is an optional ingre-
dient in this recipe: red chili flakes. Chili flakes 
add a hint of spice to this recipe, but it is your 

choice to use them or not. If you do use them, 
you would add them at this time as well.Then, 
nestle your spaghetti in the center of the pan. 
Tear some basil leaves and sprinkle them in 
the pan. Don’t use all of your basil, because 
you will need to use some as a garnish later.

Pour your olive oil and water over the 
ingredients in the pan. Place the pan over a 
medium high heat and bring the contents to a 
boil. Using tongs, stir the pasta regularly. It will 
cook for about ten minutes until the liquid has 
nearly evaporated, creating a sauce. Tongs are 
great tools to use when cooking pasta, because 
they help ensure that it won’t stick together. 

Once your pasta is cooked, remove 
the pan from the heat and season the dish 
with salt and black pepper. Garnish the dish 
with some more basil leaves, give it one 
last stir through, and you’re ready to serve!

The next few pages will show you the 
step by step process on how to make this 
dish. Of course, you can make your own 
variation of this meal, whether by add-
ing spinach, garnishing with parmesean 
cheese, or cooking some chicken  on the 
side to go with it.  It’s all up to you! Enjoy!

Tips:
•  When cooking pasta by itself, reserve a 
cup of pasta water before straining it. Pasta 
water is starchy, which helps create a silky, 
smooth texture to whatever sauce you cook.

• One-pan pasta is great because the 
water is already mixed in with the rest 
of the ingredients. This makes it eas-
ier to get that coherent, silky texture.

•  Taste your pasta as it cooks. You want to 
make sure it isn’t cooking faster than the rest 
of the ingredients. You want to cook your pas-
ta al dente, which is Italian for “to the tooth.”

• Having trouble peeling your garlic? 
Try pressing on it with the heel of your 
hand to break the skin.  You can also put 
it under a large knife and press on it.  
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